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Dell EMC Data Protection Solutions for AWS
Dell Technologies gives organizations the ability to protect their data hosted in AWS with confidence
Cloud Data Protection
Trusted Data Protection Partner
1. Proven solutions delivered as AMI and
Cloud Foundation via AWS
Marketplace
2. Extend your on-premises data
protection to AWS for a low TCO and
higher ROI
3. Provide data protection for nextgeneration AWS IaaS/PaaS workloads
Simple, Easy and Efficient

4. Efficient replication to, from and
between AWS regions for maximum
data agility across edge, core and
cloud
5. Dell is an AWS Certified Partner –
Advanced Level, with multiple products
available in AWS Marketplace for both
AWS and AWS GovCloud (US)
regions
6. Automation available via REST API
proving flexible management
frameworks
Why Dell
7. Dell EMC Data Protection solutions
take advantage of lower-cost and
highly durable Amazon S3 object
storage.
8. Leverage industry-leading
deduplication for low cost-to-protect
and TCO
9. Provides consistent proven data
protection for both on-premises and
within the AWS cloud

Many organizations are moving, or have plans to move, applications to a public
cloud such as Amazon Web Services (AWS) to utilize the cloud’s agility,
scalability and cost-efficiency. However, just because an application has been
moved to the cloud doesn’t mean that data protection is any less important. Most
cloud providers leave the responsibility of data protection up to you, the customer.
Protecting data in the public cloud shouldn’t be complex or difficult, which is where
Dell Technologies comes in. With its integration and partnerships with Amazon,
Dell is a trusted partner in data protection whether your workloads are running
on-premises or in the cloud.
The proven and modern cloud data protection solutions from Dell transform your
data centers for greater operational efficiency, resiliency and scalability
throughout your entire cloud journey. Dell also offers AWS GovCloud (US)
customers and their partners flexible and secure cloud solutions that meet
compliance mandates and protect sensitive, unclassified data files. Dell offers
complete flexibility and choice in how you deploy or consume our solutions, and
no one offers a more robust portfolio of hardware, software, solutions and
services for protecting our customers’ data. Dell can help you transform your
environment, laying the technical foundation for the data center, while
modernizing your cloud data protection right along with it.
In-Cloud Protection
Dell Technologies is an industry leader in protecting in-cloud workloads, with
solutions that provide the same broad portfolio of protection capabilities in the
cloud as they do on-premises. You can deploy Dell EMC Data Protection
solutions to begin protecting your data using an extensive set of application
agents, while managing backup policies through a single pane of glass. If you
prefer to protect your data with application-native tools, you can leverage Dell
EMC PowerProtect Data Manager or Dell EMC Data Protection Suite to ensure
efficient protection without changing your processes. These cloud-ready
solutions write to Dell EMC PowerProtect DD Virtual Edition (DDVE) as their
target, for the reliability, performance and storage efficiencies of a Dell EMC
PowerProtect DD appliance in the cloud.
Dell allows customers to protect business-critical workloads in AWS by running
PowerProtect Data Manager as an Amazon Machine Image (AMI) in AWS. Data
Manager protects Oracle, SQL, SAP HANA, File System workloads running on
Amazon Elastic Cloud Compute (Amazon EC2), Kubernetes (k8s) or VMs
running in VMware Cloud on AWS.
Dell EMC Data Protection solutions also leverage industry-leading deduplication
to lower TCO, as well as minimize your AWS footprint and compute cycles. Our
architecture also enables organizations to take advantage of lower-cost and
highly durable Amazon S3 object storage as the protection target for storage
efficiency and cost reductions.
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Cloud Disaster Recovery
For AWS as a disaster recovery option, Dell EMC Cloud Disaster Recovery (Cloud DR) enables the copying of backedup VMs from on-premises Dell EMC Data Protection environments to AWS or AWS GovCloud for DR testing, failover
and failback of AWS workloads in a disaster scenario. Cloud DR offers true, automated and orchestrated disaster
recovery from within a centralized management console. For Cloud DR; additional backup and recovery infrastructure is
not required in AWS – and is simply managed as an extension to your existing on-premise protection environment. Cloud
DR takes advantage of the agility and cost-effectiveness of Amazon S3 storage and requires a minimal AWS footprint, for
a highly efficient disaster recovery solution.
Cloud DR also allows you to efficiently extend your on-premises data protection to VMware Cloud on AWS by directly
recovering selected VM images stored on Amazon S3 to new virtual machines over the VMware Cloud Software Defined
Data Center (SDDC), providing a flexible recovery target. The VMware Cloud SDDC environment is not required during
on-going protection and can be obtained on demand when recovery is needed.
Long-Term Retention
Cloud Tier functionality allows you to extend your organization’s data center to AWS for long-term retention, as well as
managing governance and compliance policies. Dell EMC’s Data Protection portfolio supports Cloud Tier to AWS, which
enables automated, native tiering of deduplicated data to the cloud. Cloud Tier also allows tiering to AWS GovCloud,
allowing government agencies to move sensitive workloads to the cloud for long-term retention, while complying with
security and compliance requirements. This cost-effective solution allows you to gain the advantages of AWS and AWS
GovCloud while lowering your overall TCO by sending only unique data to AWS, reducing your transactional overhead as
well as reducing storage footprint and network bandwidth.
Data Protection Management for Native AWS Workloads
Dell EMC PowerProtect Cloud Snapshot Manager (CSM) provides AWS customers with a SaaS solution that makes it
simple to seamlessly protect native workloads in AWS. CSM allows AWS customers to discover, orchestrate and
automate native snapshots across multiple cloud accounts and regions based on policies for seamless backup and
disaster recovery; without any need to deploy infrastructure. This solution provides the ability to copy snapshots across
AWS accounts for additional security and DR, which is needed as cyber attackers become more prominent. CSM also
reduces costs by automatically deleting unnecessary snapshots. Designed for any size cloud infrastructure, CSM scales
as your organization and data grow by providing audit, reports, RBAC and multi-tenancy so that as your company grows,
your protection scales with you.
Protection for VMware Cloud on AWS
Dell offers proven enterprise data protection and increased resiliency for workloads running on VMware Cloud on AWS.
The cloud-enabled Dell EMC Data Protection software offers secure image and guest level backup and recovery of
workloads across your entire VMware Cloud on AWS environment as well as protection for remote locations and VDI
environments. Dell also offers seamless integration with your on-premises data protection solutions, and native
integration into VMware tools, automating your operations and simplifying administration. Dell and VMware work together
to ensure that your virtualized workloads are protected in the cloud as easily as they are on-premises. By using one
solution to protect your hybrid cloud workloads, you can simplify administration and lower TCO.
Dell Technologies Data Protection Solutions – Paving Your Way to the Cloud
As you move to the cloud, flexible, simple backups and restores of your data hosted in AWS will be critical. Dell’s proven
and modern cloud protection solutions let you protect data hosted in AWS with confidence and at a low cost-to-protect.
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